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ABSTRACT 
We consider linear systems defined over a commutative Hermitian Banach * 
algebra. In this case, the problem about spectrum displacement posed by Kaashoek, 
van der Mee, and Rodman can be solved; results related to stability, stabilizability, and 
detectability for such systems are obtained, which are a natural extension of the 
corresponding ones in the finite dimensional case. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In recent years, there have appeared many papers studying linear systems 
over a commutative Banach algebra. Such systems arise in the study of long 
strings of coupled systems, such as strings of vehicles. They also result from 
the discretization of partial differential equations. An example of such a 
discretization is the representation for a long seismic cable used in offshore 
oil exploration. Also, they result from the linearization of nonlinear systems 
with respect to nominal operating points specified in terms of a set of 
parameters. An example is the satellite problem, which is linearized with 
respect to a nominal radius and nominal angular velocity see [6-121. In 
contrast to the work on general linear infinite dimensional systems, we shall 
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be able to utilize Gelfand transform techniques in the study of system 
behavior and in the study of control for systems defined over a commutative 
Banach algebra. Furthermore, if a commutative Banach algebra is Hermitian 
* algebra, then matrices defined over this algebra have many similar proper- 
ties to matrices defined over a complex field; for example, we can define 
Hermitian matrices and positive definite matrices, and the spectrum of every 
Hermitian matrix is real. In fact, in [6-81, the authors actually study linear 
systems over a commutative Hermitian Banach * algebra. A lot of nice results 
about stability, stabilizability, observability, and controllability for such sys- 
tems have been obtained. 
Let us consider the linear system 
X(t) = Ax(t), t > 0, 
x(0) =xg 
(1.1) 
and 
i(t) =Ax(t) + h(t), 
(l-2) 
y(t) = Cx(t>, x(0) =x0> 
where r E X, u E U, y E Y. For the finite dimensional case (i.e., X, U, Y 
are finite dimensional linear spaces), it is well known that [2-4, 191: 
(1) The observed subsystem (C, A) of (1.2) is observable iff for every 
symmetric complex set A containing n elements, there exists an K E L(Y, X) 
such that (T( A + KC) = A or 
is left invertible for every A E @, i.e., the Hautus condition is satisfied. 
(2) The control subsystem (A, B) of (1.2) is controllable iff for every 
symmetric complex set A containing n elements, there exists an F E L( X, U> 
such that o(A + BF) = A or [AZ - A B] is right invertible for every 
A E c. 
(3) The observed subsystem (C, A) of (1.2) is detectable iff 
AZ-A 
[ I 
c 1s 
left invertible for every A E C with Re A > 0. 
(4) The control subsystem (A, B) of (1.2) is stabilizable iff [ AZ - A B] is 
right invertible for every A E @ with Re A >, 0. 
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(5) The system (1.1) is stable iff for every positive definite matrix Q, the 
Lyapunov equation A*P + PA = - Q has a positive definite solution. 
For the infinite dimensional case, there are different concepts of control- 
lability, observability, stability, stabilizability, and detectability; see 
[5,7, 13-161. When X, U, and Y are Hilbert spaces, Kaashoek et al. [l] and 
Takahashi [5] have respectively proved that: 
1. (C, A) is exactly observable iff there exists an operator K E L(Y, X> 
such that a( A) n a( A - KC) = 0; w ic is e h’ h . q uivalent to either of the 
following equivalent statements: 
a. For some positive integer m, the operator 
E L(X,Y”‘) 
is left invertible, and K can be concretely constructed. 
b. For every h E c=, 
[ 1 Al - A is left invertible. C 
2. (A, B) is exactly controllable iff there exists an operator F E L(X, U> 
such that a(A) fl a(A + BF) = 0, h h ,q w ic is e uivalent to either of the 
following equivalent statements: 
c. For some positive integer m, the matrix [B AB *a. A"- ‘B] E 
L(U’“, X) is right invertible. 
d. For every h E C, [XI - A B] is right invertible. 
But when X, U, Y are Banach spaces, the authors of [l] indicate that 
whether the above-mentioned results are right or not is unknown. 
It is obvious that both Hilbert spaces and commutative Hermitian Banach 
* algebras are Banach spaces, but they are not contained in each other. In 
this paper, it will be proved that the above-mentioned results are still right in 
commutative Hermitian Banach * algebras, so the problem posed by [I] is 
partially solved. As for stability, stabilizability, controllability, and observabil- 
ity, the authors of [6-81 have already given some characterizations. In this 
section we will give some new results on stability and stabilizability, and some 
on detectability. After Gelfand transformation, all results are reduced to the 
corresponding ones in finite dimensional systems. 
Throughout this paper, let W denote a complex commutative Hermitian 
Banach * algebra with unit, that is, W as a commutative Banach algebra has a 
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continuous involution a + a*, and the spectrum of every self-adjoint ele- 
ment is real [6-8,181. Given a positive integer n, we shall denote by W n the 
complex Banach space of all n-element vectors with entries in W with norm 
i i 
l/2 
llxll2 = ~llXil12 > 
i=l 
where xi is the ith component of the vector x E W “. Given positive integers 
(m, n), we define M,,,,(W) as the c omplex vector space consisting of all 
m X n matrices with entries in W, with natural addition and scalar multipli- 
cation, and with norm 
11412 = sup{l1Axll2: ll4l2 < 1, x E W"), 
where A E M mX ,,(W ). In particular M,(W) is defined to be M, X,(W ); each 
element in M,, .(W) can be thought of as a bounded linear operator from 
the Banach space W m to W “. Under this consideration, M,(W) is a unital 
Banach subalgebra of L(W “). G iven A E M,(W ), CT ( A) is defined to be 
a,“(,,(& a(A) p re 
E Mmx,,(W), 
resents the spectrum of A in M,,(W). Given F = (fij) 
F * is defined to be F* = (ff ) E M, X,(W ); with the involu- 
tion, M,(W) becomes an Hermitian Banac 6* algebra. 
Given A E M,,(W), B E M,,.,(W), C E M,,“(W), the matrix triple 
(A, B, C) determines a linear continuous time-invariant system 
i(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), 
YW = Cx(t) (t > O), (1.3) 
x(0) = x* E W”, 
where x(t), u(t), y(t) are locally Lebesgue-Bochner-integrable functions from 
[O, ~1 to W “, W “‘, W r respectively; we denote the control subsystem of the 
system (1.1) by (A, B) and the observed subsystem by (C, A). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A E M,,(W), B E M,.,(W), C E M,,“(W). The 
control subsystem (A, B) is said to be exactly controllable if there exists a 
positive integer N such that Wn = CyS i A’BW m. The control subsystem 
(A, B) is said to be approximately controllable if W” is the linear closure of 
{ A~BW~ : k >, 0), in short, W” = V yzo AkBW m. The observed subsystem 
(C, A) is said to be exactly (approximately) observable if its dual control 
system (A*, C*) is exactly (approximately) controllable. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. The system i(t) = Ax(t), where A E M,(W), is said 
to be stable if there exist a S > 0 and M > 1 such that 
lleAfll 4 Me-“‘, i.e. cr( A) C c_. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The system (A, Et) is said to be stabilizable if there 
exists an F E M,, ,(W > such that the system 
i(t) = (A + BF)x(t) 
is stable; i.e., there exist a 6 > 0 and M >, 1 such that 
((e(A+BF)tl( 4 Me-“‘. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The system (C, A) is said to be detectable if there is a 
G E M,.,(W) such that 
X(t) = (A + GC)x(t) 
is stable [5,7,14]. 
Let X denote the carrier (maximal ideal) space of W. Given a E W, let (z 
denote the Gelfand transform of a, which is a continuous function on the 
compact Hausdorff space X. Then for a m?trix P = (fij) E M,.,,(W ), the 
Gelfand transform of F is defined to be F = (hj>. It is easy to show that 
det F(q) = det(Lj(,jo) f or any square matrix F = (fij) over W and for any 
cp E x. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let A E M,(W). Then 
a( A) = u {+(cp)): v E X) 
where h,(p) E a(L(cp)) = {A,(q), h,(p), . . . , h,(p)) represents the set of 
eigenvalues of the n x n matrix A(p). 
By Lemma 1.5, the following facts are equivalent: 
(1) F E M,,(W) is invertible. 
(2) For each cp E X, det(Lj(j(‘p) # 0. 
(3) det F is invertible in W. 
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DEFINITION 1.6. A Hermitian element V E M,(W) is called positive 
definite, and we write V > 0, if A > 0 for every A E a(V). 
LEMMA 1.7. A Hermitian element V E M,(W > is positive definite if and 
only if $( cp) is positive definite for all q E X 
II. SPECTRUM DISPLACEMENT WITH CONTROLLABILITY 
AND OBSERVABILITY 
LEMMA 2.1 (Theorem 2.3 of [6]). Given A E M,(W), B E M,.,(W >, 
the follou;ing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The control system (A, B) is exactly controllable. 
(2) The control system (A, B) is approximately controllable_. 
(3) For each cp E X, the finite dimensional linear system ( A( cp), I?( cp)) is 
controllable. 
(4) For each complex number A, there exists TA E Mc,+,jXn(W) such 
that [AZ - A, BIT, = I,. 
(5) The operator [B AB .** Ak-‘B] is right invertible for some k. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Theorem 2.3 of [6]). G iven A E M,(W), C E M,,“(W), 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The observed system (C, A) is exactly obseruable. 
(2) The observed system (C, A) is approximately observably. 
(3) For each cp E X, the$nite dimensional linear system (C( cp), k(i(cp)) is 
observable. 
(4) For each complex number A, there exists Hh E M,x(,+,.$W > such 
that 
(5) The operator 
K,(C, A) = 
=Z 
n’ 
is left invertible for some m. 
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THEOREM 2.3 (Theorem 4.1 of [l]). Assume G, H are Hilbert spaces; let 
A E L(G), C E L(G, H). Then there exists an operator K E L(H, G) such 
that cr( A) n V( A - KC) = 0ifand only iffor some positive integer m the 
operator 
E L(G, H”) 
is lefi invertible. Moreover, in that case, given an open disc A = {h : A E C, 
Jh - zoI < 6) disjoint with o(A), the operator K de+ed by 
K = F-‘( A* - ?“I)-k*, 
where 
F = 5 a2n( A* - Z,l)-"-lC*C( A - z~Z)-“-~, 
n=O 
has the property that o( A - KC) C A = {h: h E C, IX - zo) < S} 
LEMMA 2.4 (Theorem A.1 of [l]). Let A E L( X>, C E L( X, Y > be 
bounded linear operators acting between complex Banach spaces. Then the 
operator 
E L(X,Yrn) 
is lefi invertible for some integer m > 0 if and only if the operator 
1 I AICA E L(x,x+ Y) 
is le@ invertible for each h E @. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume A E M,(W), C E M,,,,(W). Then the observed 
system (C, A) is exactly observable if and only if there exists an operator 
K E M,,..(W) such that o(A) II a(A - KC) = 0. 
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Proof. Necessity: If a(A) n a(A - KC) = 0, then from Lemma 1.5, 
for every cp E X, 
Using Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, we have that <c^< 91, $(cp)) is observable 
for every cp f X. By Lemma 2.1, (C, A) is exactly observable. 
Sufficiency: If (C, A) . 1s exactly observable,_take same open set fi in @ 
such that o(A) c a. Choose some disc A = {A: [A - q,[ < S, A E @l-such 
that R n A = 0. So the operator A - z,Z is invertible, and the spectral 
radius of (A - q, Z)-l is less than 8-l. It follows that the serices 
F = 2 s2”( A* - xoZ)-n-lC*C( A - zoZ)-“-l 
n=O 
converges in operator norm; hence F is well defined. 
For every cp E X 
F^(qJ) = f a2q2(p) -zoz]-“-lc^*(cp)~(cp)[lq() -z,z1-?
n=O 
Because (C, A) is exactly %bservable, we have that (C(q), i(q)) is observ- 
able for every rp E X, and F( cp) > 0 (strinctly) (this can be seen in the process 
of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [l]), so F(q) is invertible. But 
a(F) = uu(D( fp)); 
thus F is invertible. 
It is easy to see that 
6’F - (A* - &I)F( A - zOZ) = -C*C. 
Let 
K = F-I( A* - Z,Z)-‘C*; 
A - KC = z,Z + a2F-‘(A* - ?,Z)F, 
AZ - (A - KC) = F-‘[(,I - .z,,)Z - S2(A* - Z,Z)]-IF. 
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Since the spectral radius of (A* - Z,Z)-’ is less than S-‘, the operator 
[(A - x,,)Z - S’(A* - &Z)]-l 
is invertible whenever 1 h - z,,) > 8. It follows that 
cr(A-KC)c{A:AE@,lA-z,l<6}, 
so 
c(A)na(A-KC)=a. n 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zf<C, A) is exactly observable, and A f 0is any open 
set in @, then there exists an operator K E M,,, .(W > such that (T(A - KC) 
c A. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that C \ [A U a(A)] 
has a nonempty interior. Choose an open disc Jh - z,,) < S which is disjoint 
with A and g(A). Since (C, A) is exactly observable, i.e., the operator 
K,(C, A) is left invertible for some positive integer m, we can apply the 
second part of the proof of Theorem 2.5 to show that there exists K, E 
M,,.(W) such that 
cr( A - K,C) c {h: IX - z,,I < 6). 
Now observe that cr(A - K,C) is disjoint with A. Further, from our 
hypothesis it follows that the operator K,(C, A - K,C) is also left invertible 
for some 7n. Apply the second part of Theorem 2.5 to the pair (C, A - K,C), 
so there is an operator K, E L(Y, X) such that cr(A - K,C - K,C) C A. 
Hence, the operator K = K, + K, has the desired properties. n 
REMARK 1. Obviously, Theorem 4.1 of [l] and Theorem 2.5 have the 
same form, but they are different results and cannot be contained in each 
other, because the acting spaces are different and cannot be contained in 
each other. 
REMARK 2. In the finite dimensional and Hilbert cases, it has been 
proved that exact observability or controllability and spectrum assignment are 
equivalent, i.e., (C, A) [(A, B)] is exactly observable [controllable] if and only 
if for every compact set A there exists an operator K [F] such that 
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cr(A + KC) [a(A + BP)] = A; see [2, 51. We guess that this is right in the 
case of a commutative Hermitian Banach * algebra as well. If so, Corollary 
2.6 is a natural corollary of the result. 
LEMMA 2.7 (Theorem A.2 of [l]). Let A E L(X), B E L(Y, X> be 
bounded operators acting between complex Banach spaces. Then the operator 
[ B AB ... A”-‘B] E L(u”‘, X) 
is right invertible for some m > 0 if and only if the operator 
[AI-A B]EL(X+U,X) 
is right invertible for every A in @. 
Dually, the following statements hold. 
THEOREM 2.8. Assume A E M,, ,,(W ), B E M, x ,(W ). The control 
system (A, B) is exactly controllable if and only if there exists an operator 
F E M,..(W) such that a(A) n a(A - BF) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.9. lf (A, B) is exactly controllable, and A # 0 is any 
open set in C, then there exists an operator’ F E M,,,,(W) such that 
(T(A - BF) c A. 
III. STABILITY 
We quote Lyapunov’s theorem from [2, 31, and proceed to apply it in our 
context, namely where M,(W ) replaces M,(C). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E M,(C). lfth ere are positive definite operators P 
and Q in M,(C), with Q positive definite, such that 
A*P + PA = -0, (3.1) 
then CT(A) is contained in the open lefi half plane; conversely, if a(A) is 
contained in the lefi half pl ane, then for every positive definite Q E M,,(C), 
there is a unique positive definite P satisfying the equation (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E M,(W). lfth ere are positive definite operators 
P and Q in M,(W) such that 
A*P + PA = -Q. 
then a( A) is contained in C _. 
(3.2) 
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Conversely, if u(A) is contained in the open left half plane, then for 
every positive o!efinite Q E M,(W ), there is a positive definite P satisfying 
the equation (3.2). 
Proof. Assume A* P + PA = - Q, where Q and P are positive definite 
operators in M,(W ). Applying the Gelfand transformation to the above 
equality, then 
A^(rp)*%) + p^(+W = -a<‘P> 
for every 50 E X. By Lemma 1.6, since Q > 0, P > 0, we have 
&cp) >O>p^(cp) >O forevery PEX; 
by Theorem 3.1, 
and 
so 
a(&)) = c-a 
u u( A( cp)) (Lemma 1.5), 
rpEX 
(T(A) c ‘I_. 
On the other hand, if u(A) c C_, given Q > 0, define 
P = meA*tQeAt dt. 
/ 0 
Then it can be shown that the integral above is norm convergent and P > 0, 
and P satisfies the equation (3.1). 
From (T( 8’) c @_, there exists a constant M, M > 1, and S > 0 such 
that 
Let 
[leFtll < MeCst, t > 0. 
P, = 
/ 
neA*“QeAtdt. 
0 
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f /“‘II eA*tQeA' 11 dt 
n 
f IIQI(MHjmc-‘t dt, 
n 
where H is a constant. It follows that P,, is a norm Cauchy sequence, so the 
improper integral defining P is norm convergent, and 
A*P + PA = ImeA*‘( A*Q + QA)eAf dt 
0 
= _/f&eA”QeAt) dt 
=- Q 
For every 40 E X 
Because Q > 0, then 
O(P) > 0, &P> > 0; 
hence, P > This 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose W is semisimple. If i(t) = Ax(t) is stable, 
then the operator equation (3.2) has a unique solution. 
IV. STABILIZABILITY AND DETECTABILITY 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A E M,,(W), B E Mnxm. Zf for some positive de& 
nite operator Q the algebraic Riccati equation 
A*P + PA - PBB*P = -Q 
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has a positive definite solution P, the u( A - BB* P> is contained in the open 
left half plane, i.e., (A, B) is stabilizable 
Proof. From the assumpotion, we can get 
(A - BB*P)* P + P( A - BB*P) = A*P + PA - 2PBB*P 
= -(Q + PBB*P). 
Because Q > 0, then for every cp E X 
Q + PBB*P > 0. 
By Theorem 3.2, 
a( A - BB*P) c ‘t_. n 
On the other hand, if W is a commutative C* algebra, the converse of 
Theorem 4.1 is correct. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let W be a commutative C* algebra, A E M,(W), 
B E M,,.,(W). If there exists an F E M,,,.“(W) such that a(A - BF) C 
C, i.e., (A, B) is stabilizable, then for every positive definite Q E M,(W), 
the algebraic Riccati equation has a positive definite solution P in M,(W ). 
Proof. Because (A, B) is stabilizable, then from Theorem 3.6 of [18], 
the algebraic Riccati equation 
has a continuous positive definite solution P(q) E M,(C); thus the algebraic 
Riccati equation 
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has a continuous positive definite solution P(p) E M,(C). But W is a C* 
algebra, so then there exists an element S E W [17] such that 
i.e., S is positive definite. Thus the algebraic Riccati equation 
A*P + PA - Z%B*f = -0 
has a positive definite solution S. n 
LEMMA 4.3. Given two natural numbers p, q with p 2 q, let Q E 
MqxP(W). Then th e o f 11 owing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists H E M 
(2) For each cp E X, Qex! 
(W) such that QH = I,. 
cp considered as a linear transformation from Cq 
to Icy is onto. 
(3) For each q E X, the rank of the scalar matrix 0((p) is q. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Theorem 3.1 of [6]). Given A E M,(W ), B E M, x,,(W), 
the control system ( A,&B) is ;tabilizable if and only if for each cp E X, the 
finite control system (A(p), B(q)) is stabilizable. 
THEOHEM 4.5. Given A E M,(W), B E M,.,(W 1, the control system 
(A, B) is stabilizable if and only if [ hZ - A B] is right invertible for every 
A E @ with Re A > 0. 
Proof. Nece:sity: if (A, B) is stabilizable, then from The?rem 4.4, for 
every cp E X, (A(q), B( 9) is stabilizable, i.e., [AZ - A(p) B(p)] is right 
invertible for every A E @ with Re A > 0. So [AZ - A B] is right invertible 
for every A E c with Re A > 0. 
Sufficiency: If [AZ - A B] is right $vertil$e for every A E C with 
Re A > 0, then for every cp E X, [AZ ; A(p) B(q)] is invertible for every 
A E @ with Re A > 0. Thus, [A(q) B(q)] is stabilizable. Using Theorem 
4.4, we have that (A, B) is stabilizable. n 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume A E M,(W), C E M,,.(W ). Then the observed 
system (C, A) is detectable if and only if (A*, C* ) is stabilizable. 
Proof. Assume (C, A) is detectable. Then there exists a K E M,..(W) 
such that 
a( A + KC) c C_. 
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But 
a( A* + C*K*) = a(( A + KC)“) = {A: A E a( A + 
C c-, 
i.e., (A*, C*> is stabilizable. 
THEOREM 4.7. (C, A) is detectable if and only if 
AI - A 
[ 1 c 
is lef invertible for every h E C with Re h > 0. 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
AZ - A 
[ 1 c 
is left invertible for every A E @ with A > 0 if and only if 
[AI-A* c*] 
is right invertible for every A E @ with Re A > 0. Then from Theorem 4.6 
the result can easily be obtained. n 
The author wishes to thank the referee for his comments and valuable 
suggestions. 
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